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Unknown Kush

Desconocida Kush 

Unknown Kush by Delicious Seeds was born from combining a Kush with unknown origins and a Californian Bay 11. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax 12,00 €

Price with discount 10,91 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 12,00 €

Sales price without tax 10,91 €

Discount 

Tax amount 1,09 €

Ask a question about the seed 

Seed BankDelicious Seeds 

Description 

Unknown Kush
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Unknown Kush is an indica/sativa hybrid, making for a plant that has some incredible Haze and Kush aromas at the same time, making for a
complex mixture that’s dense and delicious.

Indoors, this strain will produce high levels of resin and THC thanks to its amazing Bay 11 genes, which push it to create buds hard as rocks.
Another amazing characteristic that this strain has is its enormous trichome yield, covering the flowers, leaves and even stems; your plant will
end up covered in a thick white blanket of resin. You can get over 300g with around 7 plants per square meter.

Outdoors it’s slightly more delicate, although as long as it gets regular and balanced temperatures without any brusque changes, it should grow
perfectly. You can get up to 700g per strain in perfect grow conditions. This medium-sized plant needs to be watched, as some phenotypes
have shown sativa characteristics, meaning that it can grow up to 2.5m. They should be ready to harvest towards mid-October.

It has some abstract flavors with intense metallic nuances and slight hints of lemon, similar to legendary Kush flavors. It’s perfect for treating
issues such as insomnia, eating disorders or aches and pains. Sativa/Indica: 50/50% Flowering: 55-65 days indoors, beginning to mid-October
outdoors. Height: 0.8-1.8m indoors, 1-2.5m outdoors.

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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